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Abstract Ih this paper, we  propose a  new  spatial  interaction model  for trip-chaining behavior that consists

of  a  sequence  of  movements.  Particularly, including the  origin-destination  constraints,  we  generalize the
traditional entropy  maximizing  model  to deal with  trip-chaining behaviors. Tbaditional entropy  models

should  be notod  in terms  of  a  theoretical derivation of  the  grayity model  and  its validity  to real  data.
However, these  models  only  deal with  simp]e  movements  from origin  to destination. On  the oontrary,

people  frequeiitly visit  several  destinations in one  trip and  make  a  sequence  of  movements,  In this regard

of  view,  we  extend  the traditional entropy  model,  and  propose  a  general framework for deriving trip-chain
distributions incorporating a  sequence  of  movements.  This model  enables  us  to estimate  the trip-chain
distribution to maximize  the entropy  under  several  constraints.  Finally, we  apply  the model  to a  person
trip survey  in the  [Ibkyo metropolitan  area  to examine  the validity  of  the model.

Keywords:  Ttansportation, spatial  interaction model,  entropy  maximizing  method,

trip-chain, multiple  destinations, [[bkyo metropolitam  area

1. Introduction

In this paper,  we  propose  a  new  spatial  intetaction model  for trip-chaining beha:vior that

consists  of  a  sequence  of  movements.  In particular, we  include the origin-destination  con-

straints  a:nd  generalize the traditional entropy  maiximizing  model  to deal with  trip-chaining
behaviors. Our main  objective  is to establish  a  methodology  to estimate  the most  probable
distribution of  trip-chains under  several  constraints.

   In previous researches  related  to spatial  interaction, various  mathematical  models  hewe
been developed to reproduce  and  predict human, commoditM  and  information fiows whieh
are  observed  in cities. Especially, the entropy  maximizing  model  should  be noted  in terms
of  a  theoretical derivation of  the  gravity model  and  its validity  to real  data. Entrolry models
haMe been proposed  by several  authors,  and  all models  fo11ow the principle of  maximum

entropy  in physics and  mathematics.  Although  a  large number  of  spatial  interaction models

have been proposed today, it is not  an  exaggeration  to say  that many  are  triggered by the

idea of  entropy  model.

   Tlraditional spatial  interaction models  harve been developed to estimate  a  simple  move

ment  from origin  to destination. However,. people  frequently visit  several  destinations in a
travel and  make  a  sequence  of  movemerrts.  Behaviors such  as  

"comparing
 several  boutiques

to buy clothes"  and  
`Cvisiting

 multiple  sightseeing  areas  in a  journey" ean  be meirtioned  as

examples.  In the field of  trafilc engineering,  each  movement  from a  place to another  place
is regarded  as  a  

`Ctmp",
 a[nd  these sequences  of  movemerrts  are  classified  as  a  

"tmp-chain",

One of  the features of  a  trip-chain is that each  trip that makes  up  a behavior would  have
reciprocal  relation.
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   [[lrip-chaining beha;viors have been discussed in a  number  of  research  papers. One of  the

common  methods･to  analyze  them  is the  Markovian  approach.  In particular, the  series  of

research  works  by Sasaki [20-22] is highly important, because the  techniques  to apply  the

Markov model  to a  trip-chain are  summarized  in detail. Additionally, a variety  of  other

models  based on  the Markovian approach  have also  been proposed  [5-8, 11, 12]. Meanwhile,
vamious  approaehes  besides the  Markovian  approach  have also been  developed, The  discrete

choice  model  is ariother  typical method  to analyze  trip-ehaining behavior. These  researches

basically focus on  the formulation of  the utility  and  alternatives  of  trip-chaining behaMior

[1-4, 10, 14-16, 23･, 25]. ,

   However, analyzing  trip-chaining behaviors by these two  methods  have some  demer-
its unfortunately  In particular, there are  few foundations that  trip-chain behaviors have

Melrkov property. It is regarded  as  a weak  points to apply  Matrkov model  to trip-chaining

behaviors. There are  also  some  demerits to use  discrete choice  model.  It is essential  to

formulate utilities'of  each  trip-chain, but trip-chaining behaviors have too  much  fiexibility

and  it is tough  task  to identify their utilities.  That  is to say,  both persuasive  and  coherent

methods  for trip-chaining behaviors are  essential.

   Above all, please remind  that trip-ehaining behavior is a  kind of  
"spatial

 interaction",

and  entropy  model  can  be regarded  as  a  root  of  spatial  interaction models.  Therefore en-
tropy  maximizing  method  for trip-chaining behaviors should  be also proposed. Nevertheless,

only  a  few researchers  approached  the  trip-chaining behaviors using  the entropy  maximizing

method  [13, 18, 26]. Unfortunately, these researches  have some  restrictions  in their formula-

tions, and  aJre  difficu}t to interpret as  generalizations of  the  traditional entrolry  model.  For
example,  both [[bmiinson's and  Mazurkiewicz's approaches  are  limited by probable trip-

chaining  behaviors. In Roy  et al. by contrast,  a  variety  of  behaviors axe  considered,  but
there  is no  constraint  for destination (i.e., the  number  of  visitings).

   In this regard,  we  extend  the traditional entropy  rnodel,  and  propose a  general frarnework

for deriving trip-chain distributions incorporating a  sequence  of  movemeiits.  In particular,
it is noteworthy  that  our  model  incorporates the  constraint  ofthe  number  ofvisitors  in each

destination. Since this constraint  considers  not  only  the movemdnts  from  origin  zones  but

also  the movemerits  from  other  destination zones,  the  complexity  of  the  model  is directly
dependent on  their formulation. We  believe that our  model  can  solve  this problem, and

extend  the  traditional model  simply  by  intelligible formulation.

   This'paper is organized  as  fdllows. In Section 2, we  wi11 discuss the traditional entropy
ma)dmizing  model.  In accordance  with  Wilson, Sasaki, and  Weibull, we  summarize  the

formulation of  the  doubly-constrained entropy  model  and  the estimation  procedure. Then,
we  discuss the basic idea of  our  study  (Section 3). Our main  concerns  are  what  to estimate

and  how  to extend  the traditional model.  We  take a  simple  case  where  only  2 zones  exist,

and  describe the  concept  of  the study.  In Section 4, an  errtropy  model  for trip-chaining
behaMiors will  be  presented. This model  enables  us  to estimate  the  trip-chain distribution

to maximize  the entropy  under  both origin-destination  constraints  and  total-transportation-

cost  constraint.  In addition,  the procedure to estimate  model  pararneters is discussed. In

Section 5, our'rpodel  is applied  to a  person trip survey  in the [[bkyo metropolitan  area  and

the validity  of  the  model  is examined.

2. TteaditionalModel

Before representing  the  main  eontext  of  the paper, we  summarize  a traditional entrolry

maximizing  model.  This will  be helpful for a  better understanding  of  the concept  of  the
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study.2.1.

 Fbrmulation

The entropy  maximizing  model  (especially, Wilson's entropy  model)  is often  recognized  as

the root  of  
"the

 families ofspatial  interaction models".  As is well  known,  spatial  interaction

models  aim  to estimate  the flows between origin  zones  and  destination zones.  In particular,
the entropy  model  tries to selve  this problem  based on  the law of  increase of  entropy.  The

formulation of  that  entropy  model  is as  follows.

   Let us  assume  origin  zonesi(i  =  1,2,...,J)  and  destination zenesj  (p' 
L-

 1,2,...,J) and

define Z,- as  the  number  of  trips from i to j'. .Z,･ satisfies the foll(rwing constraint  equations:

      J

o,-27-}j

     
jii

D, =27},

     i= 1

(i-1,2,...,I),

(j'=1,2,..,,J).

(2.1)

(2.2)

Here, Oi and  Do･ denote the number  of  individuals leaving origin  i and  visiting  destination

j' respectively  The  total number  of  trips is expressed  as  T:

'-E.;,E.;,nj(-E.},ot=E.},D･) (2.3)

Furthermore, the  following total-transport-cost constraint  is imposed:

     IJ

c-2Z)7;jcij,
    i=1  2'=1

(2.4)

where  qd  is the  tTewel cost  from origin  i to destination p' and  is predetermined.

   The objective  of  the entropy  model  is to estimate  the  most  probable trip distribution

{Zj} under  the  assumption  that Oi, Pj, C  and  cij are  already  known  (i.e., constraints  (2.1),
(2.2) and  (2.4) are  satisfied).  For this purpose,  let us  introduce the  fo11(rwing function:

w  ({T}j}) -

T!
 IJ

nnz,.T
i=1  J'--1

 JJ

ll H  (pij)7LJ ,

i==1 j=1

(2.5)

where  pi,･ is the prior probability of  a  trip from i to j' and  is predetermined  by analyst.  (2.5)
fo11ows the  idea of  multinomial  distribution. Prior probability pij expresses  a  priority of

one  trip from i to j', and  hence, w({[T}j})  is the probability that trip distribution {T}j} is
obtained.  In addition,

Z2p,, =  i

 i o'

(2.6)

is sa;tiisfied.  This expression  is proposed  by  several  authors  (e.g., Wilson [27, 28], Sasaki l19],
Snidkars and  Weibull [24], etc.). In Wilson's formulation, each  faj is defined equally  likoly.

Some  authors,  on  the  contrary,  have supposed  that  pij depends  on  various  factors such  as

the area  of  zones.
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         Now,  let us  maximize  (2.5) subject  to (2.1), (2.2), and  (2.4). Note  that it is more

       convenient  to ma)cimize  ln w  ({7}j}) rather  than w  ({7}j}) itself (this transition has no  effect

       because a logarithmic function is a  monotonically  increasing function). By  using  Stirling's
       approximation  N! =  NlnN  

-
 N,  we  derive

                                 IJ  IJ

         ln w  ({7}j }) .. In T! -  2  £  ([Ilj ln 72j -  72j) +  £  2  [T2j ln pij.
                         i=1 :'=1 i=I J'=1 .

Thus, the Lagrangian function for this optimization  problem  is given by

                           IJ  IJ  
-

         £  ({ T},} ; A, pa) ==  ln T! -  2  £  (7}j ln cz}j -  [T}j) +  2  2  [T}j lnpij

                          i==1 J'=1 d=t  j--1

                       +;.l;=,Ai(oi-II.lii..I,nj)

                         "].ili=,th(pi-;.=,nj)

                           +  at (c -  ll.Il}=, ;.lll.. I, 7}' C`')

trips, are  the solutions  of

                  a£

                     =-  ln 7}j +ln  pij -  Ai -  pj -7cij  
--

 O
                 anj

and  constraint  equations  (2.1), (2.2), and  (2.4). From  (2.9), we  derive

                      1}j 
--

 pij exp  [-Ai -  iij -  7cij] ･

Furthermore, substituting  (2.10) for origin-destination  constrainbs,  we  get
equation:

                           J

                   exp  [-Ai] 2  pij exp  [-iij 
-
 

'}tqj]

 =  Oi,

                          
e'-7i

                   exp  [-paj] 2pij exp  [-Ai -  7qj] =  Dj,
                          i=1

By  assuming

                               exp  [-Ai]
                           

Ai
 

=-

 oi '

                               exp  [-paj]
                           &=  4

i

we  obtain  the  final result  as  fo11ows:

                      [I2j -- AiOiBiDjp,j exp  [-7cij] ･

(2.7)

(2.8)

The [l-}j's which  maximize  £  and  that therefore constitute  the most  probable distribution of

                                                              (2.9)

     (2.10)

the fo11owing

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)
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where,  using  Equations (2.11)-(2.14), we  get

239

                        At=(E.,  BiDjpte exp  [-7c,j])
-i

, (2 i6)

                       Bd =  (S., AtOtptj exp  [-7q,]) 

-i

 (2 i7)

This is the formulation of  the traditional entropy  maximizing  model.  In this study,  we

generalize the  preceding  model  (2.15)-(2.17) with  respect  to trip-chaining behavior.

2.2. Estimatingparameters

As  recognized  from (2.15), we  have to calculate  Ai, Bti, and  7 to determine trip distribution

{nj}. For this purpose, we  state  a  procedure to estimate  the above  I +  J  +  1 parameters
under  constraiirts  (2.1), (2.2), and  (2.4). There are  several  methods  of  calibration,  and  the

method  we  use  in the paper  is as  follows.

   First, substituting  (2.15) into (2.4), we  have

                        IJ

                 f(7) =22Ai  Oiilli Pjpij exp  [-7cij] cij 
-C=

 o. (2.Is)
                       i=1  j=1

Then, using  preceding  equations  (2.16), (2.17), and  (2.18), the fo11owing iterative a[Lgorithm
is calculate{l:

 1) As starting  values,  we  set 7 =  70, Eli =:  B9 (j' =  1,2, ...,  J), and  C =  O.

ii) Calculate

   Af･" =  (£ ,'･.., "EISDjpij  exp  [-7cij])
-i

 (i =  1,2, . . . , I)

   (from (2.16)).
   Then,  calculate

   ll;'i =  (:,i-=, Af･'iOipij exp  [-7ci,･])" (jJ -- 1, 2, . . . , J)

   (from (2.17)).
iii) If Af･" '-.

 Af- (i =  1,2, . ..,I) and  llS" '-.
 Ilf (1' =  1, 2, , .., J) are  satisfied,  then  go to iv).

   If not,  set C =  rc +  1 and  go back to ii).

iv) Set xO  =  7n and  calculate

                            xn+1  =  xn  -  f (xn) lf' (xrc)

   iteratively until  lxrc'+i -  x.,1 <  e is satisfied,  where  e  is a  small  positive number.  Then,

   set 7e+1 ..  xn'+i.

v)  Set 6 =  e+  1 and  go to ii).

Here, first derivative f' (x) in iv) is

                             IJ

                   f' (x) =- £ 2AiOilliDjpij exp  [-xcij] cij2. (2.lg)
                            i=1  j'=1 

･
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 3. Basic Idea  ofthe  Study

 In Section 2, we  discussed the formulation of  the traditional eiitropy  model  that is focused

 on  simple  flows from one  zone  to another.  The main  purpose of  our  study  is to extend  the

 traditional entropy  model  in terms  of  trip-chaining beha:vior. In this section,  we  describe

 the  basic idea of  trip-chaining  behavior and  prepare for an  extended  model  formulated at

 length in the next  section.

 3.1. Definitionofatrip-chain

 Generally, spatial  interaction models  estimate  movements  between two  zones.  Thi$ property
 is not  that serious  an  issue if we  warrt  to estimate  simple  movements  such  as  commuting

 behaviors. However, is it enough  for activities  we  experience  in daily life?

    Let us  imagine shopping  behayior as  an  example.  When  we  buy something  (especially
 when  it is not  groceries), we  often  compare  goods  in several  different stores.  In other  words,

 we  visit  multiple  stores  successively  as  one  activity.  It means  that we  often  carry  out  a

 sequence  of  movements.  This is the  main  idea of  trip-chaining beharvior.

    Keeping  the  preceding  idea in mind,  we  first define trip-chain. In this study,  we  define

 a  tmp-chain as  a  sequence  of  movements  which

 (i) starts  from an  origin  zone  (indexed by i),

(ii) visits  $everal  destination zones  (indexed by  j) successivelM  and

(iii) goes back to the same  origin  zone.

 In the previous section,  we  indexed a  trip from origin  zone  i to destination zone  j' as  i]',

 and  define nj･ as  the number  of  people who  make  trip ij. Similarly, we  suppose  that i and

 o' index origin  zone  and  destination zone  respectively,  and  define that a  trip-chain ij is a

 series  of  A  +  1 trips:

     origin  zone  i --, destination zone  2'i -  ･ + ･ -  destinatibn zone  j'A -  origin  zone  i,

 where  j =  lii,j'2, . . . 
,j'A]

 is a  A-dimensional vector.  In addition,  we  assume  that [Z}j is the

 number  of  people who  make  a  trip-chain ii  Hence, o' is iirterpreted as  
'the

 
"visiting

 path" 
,

 and  A  is different from each  trip-chain. Some  examples  are  shown  in Figure 1.

ji

@< )>Qll i

jii

2

--- i
j'2

,

(a) iji] (b) i lii, j'2] (C) i til,･-･ij'Aj

Fig. 1: Examples of  trip-chains

3.2. 0verviewofmodelingapproach

Suppose that there are  two  origin  zones  {i =  1,2} and  two  destination zones  {j =  1,2}. As
stated  in the  previous  section,  spatial  interaction models  generally estimate  ･trips between

origin  zones  and  destination zones  (2 × 2 =  4 cases  in this example).  As direct generalization,
in this study,  we  estimate  Z,･ for al1 of  trip-chaining behavior  possible.

   If we  a!iow  visit  to two  destination zones  at the most  in a  trip-chain (i.e., A  g  2), then

the possible trip-chains in this example  are  the  12 cases  indicated in Figure 2. Thdt  is to

say,

NII-Electionic  
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(i) trip-chains that  visit one  destination zone  (A =  1)

   origin  zones:  2 cases  × first destination zones:  2 cases  =  4 cases,

(ii) trip-chains that visit two destination zones  (A =  2)

   origin  zones:  2 cases  ×  first destination zones:  2 cases

   × second  destination zones:  2 cases  =  8 casos.

   In this paper, we  regard  the  12 trip-chains in Figure 2 as  different, and  propose an  entropy

 model  for trip-chaining behavior. Tb  formulate the  most  generalized  cases,  in our  study,  we

 incorporate trip-chains that  visit the  same  destination zone  successively  (e.g,, J' =  [1, 1]).

 This assumption  seems  to be strange,  but situations  that confirm  multiple  destinations in

 the  same  zone  are  frequently observed.  On  the other  hand, there  are  also  situations  that

 do not  consider  some  trip-chain paths. We  can  apply  this model  to such  situations  without

 loss of  generality (the method  is discussed in detail in Section 4.3).
3.3. Extendingthemodel

 We  now  move  on  to the basic idea of  our  entropy  model  for trip-chains. Tb  explain  how  we

 can  extend  the  model,  we  would  like to consider  a  simple  example,  In particular, we  discuss

 how we  can  extend  the entropy  function and  constraints  for the  trip-chains described in

 Figure 2.

   First, we  explain  how  we  can  generalize entropy  function (2.5) to incorpora;te trip-

 chaining  behavior. Then, we  consider  the structure  of  the function. In (2.5), two  fiH
                                                                        i J'

 are  used  and  this implies that all  trip paths  in the  model  are  multiplied.  In a  similar

 manner,  the  entropy  for trip-chain paths in Figure 2 should  be  defined as  fo11ows:

   W  ({ Zl}J}) =  I-1[1]! . . .[Tl[2,2]III ll[1]1 . . Thl2,2]! ･Pl[1]Tl[i] ･ ･ ･pl[2,2]TII2･21 p2[1]eq[i] . .p2[2,2]1>[2,2] ,

             "  12 factors
                      12 fhctors

                                                                         (3.1)

 That  is, n  n is rewritten  to include al1 trip-chain paths considered  in the model.
         i J'

    Next, we  state  the  generalization of  constraints.  In the  traditional model,  origin-

 destination and  total-transport-cost constraints  are  assumed.  Hence, we  also set  these three

 constraints  in the proposed model.

   We  first describe the  origin  constraint.  As  in the traditional model,  we  define originr

 censtraints  as  the number  of  travelers who  depart from each  origin  zone.  We  thus get Oi,

 the  constraint  of  origin  zone  1, as  fo11ows:
                                  '

                  Ol =  nll] +n[2]  +  71 [i,i] +n[i,2] +  71 [2,,･] +  71 [,,,]. (3.2)

 Furthermore, 02  is calculated  as

                  O, =  7},l,] +  [Tl,[,] +  71,[,,,] +  71,[,,,] +  [T},[,,,i +  CT>[,,,]. (3.3)

 The  preceding equations  indicate that origin  constraint]s  are  derived by  adding  all  possible
 patterns of  stops.

    We  now  discuss the constraints  of  destination zones.  In the traditional model,  destination

 eonstraints  express  the  number  of  individuals who  visit  the  destination zones.  Thus, it is
 natural  that our  model  also  constrain  the number  of  individuals who  visit  the  destination

 zones.  Tb  constrain  them,  we  have to consider  the number  of  individuals who  choose j'

NII-Electionic  
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and  second  destination, respectively.  Fbr example,

is written  as

 Dl =  7"1[1] +  [I}2[,] +  [Il[,,,] +  7>ll,1] +  7'i[1,2] +  7}}[1,2]

                visiting  as  first destination

      +  7-1[1,,] +  7},[1,1] +  7'1[2,1] +  [lll[2,1] .
        -
            visiting  as  second  destinatiop

destination zone  2 is

  D2 =  rl[21 +  7>[,] +  71[,,,] +  7>[2,,] +  71[2,2] +  7>[2,2]

           2es

the constraint  for

Similarly,that for

(3.4)

                                visitiag  as  first destination

                      +[ll[,,,]+71,[,,,]+[Tl[2,,]+7},[,,,]. (3.5)
                        .
                           visiting as  second  destination

   Finally, we  define the  total-transport-cost constraint.  This is easily  described as

      C  ==  Z[1] × cl[1] +･･･+n[2,2]  × ci[2,2] +  7>[1] × c2[1] +･･-+  [Ih[2,2] × c2[2,2], (3.6)

where  cij is the  transport  cost  of  trip-chain iJ' and  is predetermined.

   Our  objective  is to maximize  entropy  (3.1) subject  to five constraint  equations  (3.2)-
(3.6), and  estimate  the  number  of  individuals for each  trip-chain in Figure 2. The metbod

for estimation  is discussed in detail in the  next  section.
                          '                     '

4. Entropy  Model  for TbiprChaining  Behavior

In Section 3, we  discussed the basic idea of  trip-chains and  the  proposed  model.  In this

section,  we  state  the  precise formulation of  the entropy  model  for trip-chaining behavior.

4.1. Formulation

Let i and,j  index origin  zones  and  destination zones  respectively  (i ==  {1,2,...,I}, 2' =

{1,2, . . ., J}). In addition, a trip-chain i3' is a  series  of  A+  1 trips and  is defined as

    origin  zone  i .  destination zone  j'i -  
･
 
･
 
･
 .  destination zone  J'A -  origin  zone  i,

where  j =  lii,p'2, . . .,j'A]  is a  A-dimensional vector.  Furthermore, let 7}j be  the  number  of

individuals who  make  trip-ehain ii  For simplicity,  we  assume  that  the  number  of  destina-

tions in one  trip-chajn is less than  L  ( 1 s{ A  f{ L).

   Our main  objective  is te estimate  ne･ for all trip-chain paths based on  the  entropy  maxi-

mizing  method.  Fbr this purpose,  let us  suppose  the  fo11owing origin-destination  constraints

of  cz}j:

              O, -=2[T2j  (i ==  1,2,...,l), (4.1)
                  jEe
                   Ll

              q-E2  2  nj (J'-i,2,...,J), (4.2)
                   l==1 

i=1
 {e'E91j'i=j}

where

                        ¢
d
 
f'
 [individual's choice  set of  j]. (4･3)
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For example,  in the case  of  Figure 2, ¢  is

                     ¢  -={[1],  [2], [1, 1], [1, 2], [2, 1], [2,2] }. (4.4)

Furthermore, same  as  the traditional entropy  model,  we  express  the total number  of  trip-

chains  as  T:

                     T=S £ [I}j (-£ o, g £ pti>. (4.s)
                         ,i=1{jE ¢ } N  i=1  2･--1 1

 I

£  2  includes all origin  zones  and  thg visiting paths, and  thus considers  al1 trip-chain
i=1  o'E¢

paths in the  model.  In this model,  the summation  of  Dj exceeds  T, because individuals

have several  destinations in one  trip-chain path.

   Let us  explain  origin-destination  constraints  (4.1) and  (4.2). Firstly, origin  constraint

(4.1) is easily  obtained  by adding  all pessible visiting  paths, and  2  in (4,1) expresses  this

                                                       J'E¢

calculation.  On  the  other  hand, to derive the  destination constraint  (4.2), a  much  more

complicated  calculation  is needed.  As stated  in Section 3.3, to obtain  the  total number  of

individuals who  visit destination zone  j', we  have to calculate

       
`tthe

 number  of  individuals who  visit  j' as  first destination"

          +  
"the

 number  of  individuals who  visit  j' as  second  destination"

             +  - ･ ･ +  
`Cthe

 number  of  individuaJs who  visit 2' as  Lth destination" .

R)r individua[Ls who  visit zone  j- as  lth destination, J'i =  j is satisfied. This means  that

                                                         i

    
"the

 number  of  individuals who  visit J',as lth destination" =  £  £  nJ･ (4･6)
                      

.
 

･
 i=1 {jEtplj't=J'}

is satisfied. Consequently, by adding  (4.6) from  l =  1 to l =  L, we  obtain  the total number

of  individuals who  visit 1', which  is the destination constraint  of zone  j' as  (4.2).
   Besides the origin-destination  eonstraints,  we  aJso  assume  that  T;j satisfies  the  total-

transportrcost  constralnt:

                                    l

                              c=Z £ zjqj, 
'
 (4.7)

                                   i=1  a'E¢

where  cij  i`s the  travel cost  of  trip-chain iJ' per individual and  is predetermined.

   Let us  now  estimate  the most  probable distribution of  trip-chains {CI}j} under  the  as-

sumption  that Oi, Dj, C  and  cij  are  already  known  (i.e., constraints  (4.1), (4.2) and  (4.7)
are  satisfied).  Fbr this purpose,  we  first derive probability  w  ({TEj}) to find the  distribution

of  trip-chains {[Ilj}. Now, we  assume  that pij is the prior probability of  trip-chain ii  where

                                 i

                                Z2p,,･-1, (4.s)
                                i=1  J'E¢

NII-Electionic  
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     and  pij is predetermined by analyst.
                            IJ

     w  ({713j}) is defined by rewriting

                           i=1 j' =l

                    I

     chain paths, that is nH. Therefore, we  can  now  derive the probabilky  w

                   i==1 J'E¢

     obtains  a  distribution of  trip-chains {7}j} as  fo11ows:

                                       i
                                  T!
                       w({no･  }) F  

,
 RH  (pij )k ･

                               n  ll nj! i-i  j,¢

                               i=1 J'EQ

       As in the  traditional model,  let us  maximize  probability (4.9) subject  to

     (4.1), (4.2), and  (4.7). By  using  Stirling's approximation,  we  derive

                             I l

             ln w  ({[I}j }) ==  ln T! -  ]Z]) 2  [I2d! +  2  2  ([Zl}j ln pij)
                            i=l jE¢  i=:1 1'E¢

                             l I

                     .'. in T! -  2E  (zj in nj -  zj) +  22  (Zj in pij) ･
                            i=1  j'E¢  i=1 s'E¢

     Hence, Lagrangian  £  is given by

                               l I

            £  ({[T)j} ; A, pa, or) -  }n T! -  £ 2  (7}j ln CI}j -  Ilj) +  22  (71j ln pij)
                              i=1  jc¢  i==1 j'E¢

                           +  E,=, Ai (oi -  
,2.,.
 cT]j)

                            +:IC])k(pj-S]) £  2  z,>
                              j';1 X, l-l i=1 {jE¢ IJ'i=j} 1

                                +  or (C -  1･l};i l･2.e ZJqj)

    The 1}j's which  maximize

    of  trip-chains, are  the  solutions  of

                 o£
                     =  

-
 ln [Ilj +  ln pij -  )Li -  ttj, 

-
 
･･･

 
-

 tLjA 
-

 
"rGj

 =  O
                anJ'

    and,constraint  equations  (4.1), (4.2), and  (4.7). This yields the fo11owing:

                     7}j =  pij･ exp  [-J)Li 
-

 stj, -  ･ 
･
 
･
 
-

 tLj. 
-

 1'Cij] -

    Substituting in equations  (4.1) and  (4.2) to obtain  Ai, we  derive

                  Oi ==  exp  [-J)Li] ]Z) pij exp  [-LLj, -  ･ ･ ･ -  lljA -  'rcijl  ･

                            J'E¢

ar5

Furthermore, as  discussed in Section 3.3, probability

H  H  in traditional entropy  (2.s), as  multiplying  all trip

([l]j)that

(4.9)

constramts

(4.10)

(4.11)

£ , and  that  therefore constitute  the most  probable distribution

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)
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Doing  the  same  fbr k,  we  get

             LI

pj -  exp  [-paj] 22  2  pij exp

            l=1 i==1 {jCOIji=j'}

-Ai
 
-

 Lsj, -  
･
 

･
 
･
 
-

 iLj,-, 
-

 ttj,+, 
-

 
-
 
･
 
･
 
-

 LLjx -  ltCis
              "
              pjt does  not  exist

(4.15)

Tb  obtain  the  final result  in a  more  familiar form, we  denote

                              A, =  
exp5i

 
At]
 ,

                              B, -  
expBiva]-

(4.16)

(4.17)

We  then obtain

r}, =  A,oz (n., Eb, pi,)p,, exp  [-7ci,]

Furthermore, substituting  (4.18) in (4.1) and  (4,2), we  derive the  fo11owing:

A' -- (ll.l2. (fi., ilit Ptit) ptJ ercp [-7c,,])
-'

 ,

Bk =

 LJ

22  2  Aio,
t=1 i=1 {jE¢ lo'i=j}

A

fi Elj,. Dj,.

i:=fii
pio･ exp  [-7qj]

-1

,

This is an  entropy  model  for trip-chaining  behavior.

4.2. Estimationprocedure

Next, we  state  a  procedure to estimate  1}j under  constrairrts  (4.1), (4.2), and

is to say,  our  objective  is to estimate  the  spatial  interaction, which  consi

under  the  situation  that  the  number  of  trip from origin  zones  Oi,
destination zones  Do･, and  total-transport-cost in the  region  is known.

   First, substituting  (4.18) in (4.7), we  have

            f (7) ==  £
,l,

 n,. AtOt (n., Elii Pdi) m  exp  [-7c,,] q, 
-
 c =  o

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

         (4.7). That

   ders the trip-chain,

the number  of  stops  in

(4.2;)

Using the preceding equations  (4.19), (4.20), and  (4.21), we  now  make  a  calibration  method

that estimates  I+  J+  1 pararneters, namely  Ai, Bi, and  7. The algorithm  we  propose in
the paper is as  fo11(rws:

i) As starting  va!ues,  we  set 7 =  70, Bi =  BJO･ (j' =  1,2,･･-, J), and  C=  O･

ii) Calculate

  Af'i =  [ii.2.((#.,BiDm)pi3 exp  [-ryqo])]
-i

 (t =i,2,  ,i)

NII-Electionic  
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(from (4.19)).
Then,  caleulate

fiPatiallhteractionMbcielfor1}'ip-Chain

-1

           I A

                             H  ilEl. Dji*          Z  £  AI+io,   nj+1 ..                                        pij exp  [-7cij]
          i==1 {1'Eelj'i=1'}
                              i:=,Eii
   (ftom (4.20)).
iii) If Af." 

'=.
 Af. (i -=  1,2,...,I) and  B £

'i
 
':'-i

 llS (J' -1,2,･･･,

   If not,  set C =  rc +  1 and  go back to ii).

iv) Set xO  =  7re and  calculate

                            x"+i  =  xrc -  f (xrc) lf' (xK)

   iteratively until  I c"'+i  
-
 v.tl <  E  is satisfied,  where  e is

   set  7C+1  =  xn'+1.

v)  Set C =  C+1  and  go to ii),

Here, first derivative f' (x) in iv) is

               f' (x) =  -  S 2  AiOi (fi Bi, p),> pij exp  [-xcij] cij2.
                        i=I  J'E¢  Xl=1  -

4.3. Prior probability  setting

End  of'the  fbrmulation, we  now  consider  how  we  can  deci

pii In Wilson's formulation [27], it is assumed  that eanh  trip is

follow his idea, prior probability  pij sheuld  be defined as  equally

we  hatre to be cautious  that  the number  of  visiting  zones  in

other  wor

zones.  Therefbre, in our  study,  we  suppose  that the  prior proba
on  the number  of  visitings,  and  set  pij as  foll(}ws;

                                 pij･ oc g(A),

where  g (A) is a  function which  depends  on  the number

   As  pij i's directly Iinked to 7:j by (4.18), we  are  also able  to

to apply  the model  to a  more  complicated  situation.  As an

we  explain  how  we  can  eliminate  some  trip-chain paths from the
in Figure 2, the fbrmulation stated  above

destinatSon zone  cumulatively.  Meanwhile, we  should  not  consider

destination zone  several  times  in some  situations.  Furthermere,

assume  that  all people  visit  destination zones  to minimize  trewel

solution  of TSP). It is certain  that we  can  ineorporate

prior probabi!ity as  follows:

          pi,･ 
dif'

 O (if trip-chain iJ' should  not  be considered  in the model).

This parameter  setting  can  be easily  implemented  because it is calculated  only

iterative estimation.

(j--1, 2,..., J)

247

J) are  satisfied,  then go to iv).

a  small  positive number.Then,

(4.22)

                                         de the  value  of  prior probability

                                                  equi-probable,  If we

                                                 as  possible. However,

                                           eaeh  trip-chain is different. In

ds, simple  trip-chains visit only  one  zone  and  complicated  trip-¢ hains visit  multiple

                                            bility of  a  trip-chain depends

                                   (4.23)

           of  visiting A.

                   use  prior probability pij･

                example  of  such  a  situation,

                     model.  As confirmed

incorporates the trip-chains that  visit the same

                     trip-chains that visit a

                  it might  be appropriate  to

                    costs  (i.e., fo11owing the

           the  preceding  ideas by  setting  the

    (4.24)

once  before
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5. Application  to Tbkyo  Metropolitan  Area

In this sectien,'we  app!y  the  model  in Section 4 to the person trip data to examine  the
validity  of  the model.  We  adopt the `CJR

 East Japan  Station-eonsumption-data" as  real

transportation  data in [[bkyo, and  compare  the  real  fiow and  estimated  flow in detail.

Specifically, we  pacy attention  to the  features and  problems of  the model  in terms of (i)
transpOrtation cost,  (ii) flows between zones,  and  (iii) the  number  of  visiting zones.

5.1. Applieddata

First, we  summarize  the  JR  East Japan Station-consumption-data, which  is applied  to the

model.  This is a  person  trip data originally  surveyed  by JR  East Japan  

'Company.
 It covers

10013 individuals in the  [[bkyo metropolitan  area,  and  summarized  both movements  and

consumption  activities  of  eaeh  individual from July 5, 2002 to July 8, 2002.

   Since, the original  purpose of  this survey  is to analyze  the  consumption  activities  of

individuals, the  preceding  data ciarifies  many  items related  to their activities.  Fbr example,
we  can  identify the (i) date, (ii) stations  they use,  (iii) their activities,  (iv) time  of  departure
and  places visited,  from the data. Individua}s often  visit several  places in one  tripchain,

and  (ii)-(iv) aJre  recorded  for each  visiting.  In addition,  this data recerds  all movements

from departure to return,  so  each  movement  is regarded  as  a  trip-chain whose  origin  is the
individual's houses. In this paper, we  used  the 

"movement
 part  of  data" as  transporta:tion

data of  the Tbkyo metropolitan  area  (the "consumption
 activity  pa:rt of  data" is not  utilized

because it is private information).

5.2. Constraint  setting

Next, we  summarize  how  we  apply  the data to the model.  [[b begin with, we  explain  the
assumption  of  zones.  As stated  above,  since  we  figure out  their movements  based on  stations.

we  could  regard  each  station  as  a differeiit zone.  HoWever, there are  about  1800 stations  in

the data, and  a  large number  of  visiting  paths must  be considered  if each  station  is regarded
as  a  zone.  In this study  therefbre, we  set  5 km  grids as  indicated in Figure 3, and  regard

the  data as  movements  between these grids. As a  resuk,  we  use  10831 sarnples,  wherein

movement  is within  60 km  from  the  lmperial Palace and  the number  of  visitings  is less than
three (i.e., A  S 3).

   Based on  the grids assumed  above,  we  calculated  the  constraints  of  the model.  We  as-

sume  that each  grid'is both the  origin  zone  and  the destination zenes,  and  calculate  the

origin-destination  constraints.  The  distribution of  eonstraints  is demonstrated in Figure 4.
In addition,  the total-transport-cost constraint  is calculated  from  the  real  data. Here, the
transportation  cost  between  two  zones  is caleulated  as  the Euclidean dista[nce that incorpo-
rates  a  detour of  [[bkyo Bay, and  the  transportation  cost  of  a  trip-chain is assumed  to be
the  summation  of  each  trip cost.

   Finally, we  discuss how we  set the prior probabilities. As previously  mentioned  in Sec-
tion 4.3, we  have  to determine the  prior probabilities before estimation.  In this study,  to

consider  the  most  general  case,  we.assume  that  the  all prior probabilities {pij-} are  constant.

Of course,  we  can  suppose  more  sophisticated  prior probabilities, especially  when  we  haye

enough  information. However, if there is no  prior infbrmation about  the  real  flow, then  it
is diMcult to set  such  prior probabilities. [[b suppose  the worst  case,  we  assume  that all
trip-chains are  equi-probable.

5.3. Estimation

Using the model  proposed  in Section 4, we  estirnated  trip-chain distribution {7}j} under

the  preceding constraiiits.,  We  compare  the  estimated  flgw with  the real  flow and  evaluate

the validity  of  our  model  from several  points of  view.
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             (a) Origin constraint  (b) Destination constraint

                         Fig. 4: Distribution of  constraints

   It is important to adopt  evaluation  indices appropriately.  Here let us  remind  that the

purpose of our  model  is to estimate  the-number  of  individuals for each  trip-chain path  {7}j}.
Thus, it is ineaningful  to compare  the  real  value  of  [l}j and  the  model  value.  However, these
values  generally take low value  because there are  so  many  candidate  trip-chain paths in
regions.  Hence, it is also  favorable to compare  the aggregated  va[lue  of  [I}j. In pardcular,
trip-chaining behavior can  be categorized  such  as  (i) the  length of  travel cost,  (ii) each

movemeirts  Which  rnakes  trip-chain, or  (iii) the number  of  visits.  We  select  the  evaluation

indices in terms  of  the importance in other  analyses,  and  evaluate  not  only  CI}j jtself but
also, the aggregated  value  of  ZJ･.
5.3.1. Distribution  oftransportation  cost

First, we  compare  the transportation cost  per trip-chain cij. In particulam, we  calculated

the  distribution of  transportation  cost,  which  is frequently used  to analyze  the  flows in
regions  [9]. Figure 5 illustrates the aggregation  of  the number  of  individuals fdr every

10 km  trip-chain about  both the real  fiows and  the  estimdted  flows. The  horizontal axis
indicates the  transportation  gost per trip-chain, and  the vertical  axis  is the  number  of
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             Fig. 6: Comparison of  fiows between  zones

individuals. Though  the  distribution when  travel cost  is less than  40  km  is slightly  different,
we  can  confirm  that both distributions fit well  enough.  This feature results  from the total-
transportation-cost  constraint  of  the model.

5.3.2. Number  of  flows between  two  zones

Next, to analyze  more  deeply, we  compare  the number  of  flows between two zones;  (i) fiows
between the origin  zone  and  the  destination zone  and  (ii) flows between two  destination
zones.  As analyzed  in lots of  studies,  flows between  two  zones  are  quite important because
they  indicate the strength  of  relationship  between  zones.  Figure 6 demonstrates these; the
horizontal axes  are  the  estimated  value  and  the  vertical  axes  are  the real  value.  From
Figure 6, we  know  that both fiows are  relatively  well  reproduced.  The  traditional models
only  aimed  to reproduce  the  flow between origin-destination  zones.  On  the other  hand, our
model  ineorporates the idea of  a  trip-chain, and  we  calculate  not  only  the  flbw between
origin-destination  zones  but aiso  the flow between two  destination zones.  ConsequentlM it
is considerable  that  the  flows between  two  destination zones  fit well  because this is one  of

NII-Electionic  
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Table 1: Number  of  individuals fbr each  visiting

lzone  2zones  3zones

Real data 7669 2577 585

Estimateddata  7883.23 2149.00 799.13
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Fig. 7: Comparison  of  the  number  of  indivi-

duals for each  origin  zone  and  stop

Fig. 8: Compamison of  the number  of  indivi-

duals for each  tripehain

the most  important points of  the  study.

5.3.3. Number  of  zones  visited  in each  trip-chain

Now, let us  move  on  to the  number  of  zones  visited  in each  trip-chain. Tb begin with,  we

compare  the  number  of  visitings  for every  stops  ([Ihble 1). Multiple stops  are  features of

trip-chaining behiuviQr, so  it is favorable that  the above  index is reproduced  well. Flom

the table, we  confirm  that the  number  of  individuals who  visit  2 zones  is underestimated
and  that  of  those who  visit 3 zones  is overestimated,  However, the differences are  not  that

big and  the model  reproduces  relatively  well.  Generally, the discussion in Section 4.3 is
to adjust  the  fitness of  Tbble 1 (please note  that pij oc  f(A) is suggested).  Therefore, we

consider  that it is not  so  diMeult to improve the fitness of  [fable 1 if necessary.

5.3.4. Number  of  individuals for every  origin  and  stop

Tb  examine  the model  more  precisely, we  also  calculate  the  number  of  individuals for every

origin  and  stop  about  real  data and  estimated  data respectively  (Figure 7). The  horizontal
axis  indicates the estimated  value  and  the vertical  axis  indicates the  real  value.  FMrthermore,
the difference in the plot shapes  corresponds  to the  number  of  stops.  Since we  derive the

model  under  the  origin  constraints,  it is certain  that the number  of  trips corresponds  quite
well.5.3.5.

 Number  of  individuals for each  trip-chain

FinaliM we  compare  the  number  of  tripTchains itself. That is to sabJi we  directly evaluate  the

distribution of  {7}j}, which  is estimated  in our  rnodel.  Figure 8 represents  the  number  of

individuals fbr each  trip-chain. As in Figure 8, the  horiz6ntal axis  indicates the estimated
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va[Lue,  the vertical  axis  indicates the  real  value,  and  the plot shapes  are  the differences in

stops.  Since the  number  of  individuals is not  that high, it is diMcult to argue  the mimber

of  individuals for multi-stops  (in fact, real  values  for many  3 stops  a[re 1 or  2). 
'Ib

 compare

in terms  of  the preceding  condition,  we  need  more  sarnples  of  person-trip data. Meariwhile,
the  number  of  individuals fbr a  1-stop trip-chain is generally reproduced  well.

5.3.6. Adjustment  by  the  prior probabilities

As  described from  the preceding analysis,  the  model  generally reproduce  the real  data well.
In addition,  we  can  expect  to derive a  better estimation  by adjusting  the  transportation cost

and  prior probabilities. For example,  differences indieated in 'fable
 1 ean  be easiiy  adjusted

by setting  pij lika (4.23). Furthermore, if piJ･ is allowed to depend on  travel cost,  the  fitness

of  Figure 5 and  other  results  will be much  improved.  When  treating time-series data, it is

also  possible to estimate  the  prior probabilities from  previous data. We  consider  that these

adjustment enables  us  to incorporate the  characteristics  of  regions.

   Above all, what  we  should  emphasize  is that our  model  keeps･ the abeve  fitness never-

theless the prior probabilities are  set  equi-probable  as  the worst  case.  Consequently, we

conclude  that  our  model  has the capability  to estimate  the real  flow with  respect  to trip-

chaining  behEwior.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we  generalized the traditional doubly-constrained entropy  model,  and  pro

posed a  new  entropy  model  for trip-chaining behavior. This model  enables  us  to estimate  the

most  probable trip-chain pattern with  respect  to origin-destination  and  total-transportation-

cost  constraints.  Furthermore, we  applied  the model  to a  person  trip survey  in the  [Ibkyo

metropolitan  amea,  
'and

 examined  the  validity  of  the  model.

   Though  we  stated  the  role  of  prior probability in the  paper, how the prior probal)ility
affects  the  trip-chain pattern  is not  discussed enough.  Thus, it should  be discussed the
theoretical relationship  between various  types  of  prior probability  and  the  trip-chain pattern.
Further, considering  an  appropriate  setting  of  the prior probability is an  importarrt task that

we  Ieave for the future.
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